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With all the troubles of today's 
world, we need a way to escape our 
worries now more than ever before. 
Unfortunately, many of us are find-
ing ourselves stressed, anxious, and 
hopeless. But these feelings don't 
have to last forever. In fact, it only 
takes a few minutes to return to the 
childlike wonder and hope we've 
lost.

Braco and his incredible gaze have 
helped thousands of people from 
around the world gain inner peace 
and release those feelings of anx-
iousness and stress, all without a 
single word.



WHAT IS BRACO'S GAZE?
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Braco is a man from Croatia who has been bringing his powerful gaze to 
the public since 2004. He hasn't spoken to the public since then, but his 
incredible presence has spoken for itself. Braco has gained an amazing 
following thanks to his daily online live streams as well as in-person 
events around the globe.

Though Braco doesn't see himself as a healer, he is considered by many 
to be one of the most influential healers. Instead of speaking to crowds 
and offering words of peace and hope, Braco lets his gaze convey it all, 
lifting his audience to a level of comfort that seems otherworldly. His au-
diences have reported feelings of intense love, hope, relief, and peace just 
after sharing in Braco's gaze for a few moments. 



CURRENT GROWTH
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Braco has been traveling around the world for more than 25 years to 
share his gaze with others. He has been welcomed into churches, festi-
vals, and even the United Nations to gaze upon the faces of hopeful audi-
ence members and help to restore their inner peace and love. 

Every year, Braco gains a larger audience as people begin to grasp the 
benefits of spiritual healing. His livestreams reach an average of [num-
ber] every week, providing a wide audience that your business may have 
not been able to reach before. 



WHY PARTNER WITH BRACO?
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Individuals of all races, ethnicities, backgrounds, religions, genders, and 
creeds can benefit from Braco's gaze, making a partnership a viable 
option for companies of any field. Braco has built a dedicated following 
that may have been previously untapped by your business.

The potential of a partnership with Braco is virtually limitless. Thanks to 
his daily livestreams, your company will be able to spread the word and 
reach new audiences much more quickly than through traditional
marketing methods.  



HOW TO GET INVOLVED
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Braco gazes in a daily livestream from Zagreb, Croatia that invites people 
from every corner of the world to participate. While these livestreams are 
free, donations are greatly appreciated and help us to continue to offer 
livestreams to those who would otherwise be unable to participate. Part-
nering through our livestreams can help to spread the word about your 
company to potential customers from around the world.

Braco is also available for in-person gazing. Extending an invitation for 
Braco to visit your live event or conference is a great way to spread the 
word about his incredible gaze and help bring your community together 
in peace and love.By sponsoring an event with Braco, you have the op-
portunity to bring new customers to your business and provide them 
with a unique and fulfilling experience.



WHY PARTNER WITH BRACO?
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Website Traffic – 
Social Media Followers – 
Any Other Traffic Stats
Like Blog Readers - 



For more information about a potential Partnership with
Braco or to extend an invitation to your upcoming event, please

visit braco-tv.me

alex@braco-tv.me
 Whatsapp or Viber # +646-504-0611

Alex Gurevich


